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Stylish and multi-functional collection of bowls, 
trays, cannisters, … made from bamboofibre

The perfect choice for outdoor entertaining and 
casual indoor meals serving cold and hot foods 
(up to 70 °c)

Food-safe and non-toxic produced conform the 
most recent versions of the directive on materials 
and articles intended to come into contact with 
food and for the coffee mugs, relating to silicone 
rubber materials intended to come into contact 
with food.

Party-proof because they won’t break and light-
weight to take on a picnic 

Go for one colour or opt to combine the earth 
tones of beige and green

Convenient in use and easy to clean, either by 
hand or in the dishwasher

WINsThe consumer

The environment

Made from fibres coming from one of the fastest-growing 
plants (after harvesting it’s not needed to re-plant, the 
root simply grows into a new plant) making it one of 
the most eco-friendly renewable resources. But what’s 
even more interesting: the bamboo used for these items 
mainly comes from residual parts of the bamboo plant. 

The fibres make up to 70% of the material and are 
combined with food-safe melamine

WINs

bamboofibre

WIN-WIN

    WINS!



WIN!You

Attractive set to be offered in retail 
and loyalty programmes

Focus on eco-friendly aspects, well-
being and good times

Great for upcoming outdoor season

Price level allows for impulse 
purchase

2800048
Salad serving set

3 piece

2800050
Jar set on bamboo tray

10 piece 

2800056
Coffee mug
with spoon

2800051
Jar set on bamboo tray

10 piece

2800059
Storage canister 3x

with cover

2800057
Bowl  6x

2800054Coffee storagecanister with cover

2800046

Bread board - Small

2800053
Tea storage canister

with cover

2800055
Coffee mug
with spoon

2800052
3 Snack bowls on 

bamboo tray 

2800042
Anti-slip serving tray

2800040
Anti-slip tray set - 2 piece

2800049
Covered bowl with 
2 piece serving set 

2800043
Bread bin

2800044
Bread bin

2800045
Bread board - Large

The trays are made from polypropylene and thermoplastic polymer, 
2 synthetic materials that also are easy to recycle

bamboofibre

2800047

Bowl set - 4 piece



The packaging

bamboofibre
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